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    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Reporting Date: 1/13/2014 4:12 PM Semester: 2013/14 FA
Instructor ID: JRA5032 Instructor: JANELLE APPLEQUIST

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201314FAUP___RCOMM_410_001 COMM410 , Section 001: INTERNATIONAL M C 47 46 97.87%

University Items

Department Items

University Open Ended Items

A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 7    No: 28    I don't know: 0    N: 35       Percent Yes: 20.00%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 16 / 45.7%      B: 19 / 54.3%      C or lower: 0 / 0.0%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/  7%      7/16%    18/40%    17/38%       45      6.09      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  2%      3/  7%      3/  7%    13/29%    25/56%       45      6.29      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001
Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  2%      2/  4%      5/11%    12/26%    26/57%       46      6.30      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B024
Rate the instructor's availability during 
posted hours and appointments.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  3%      4/11%      6/16%    27/71%       38      6.55      8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B038
Rate the instructor's skill creating a climate 
conducive to learning.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  2%      3/  7%    15/33%    27/59%       46      6.48      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B048
Rate the effectiveness of the instructor's 
responses to student questions.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  2%      0/  0%      3/  7%    12/26%    30/65%       46      6.52      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063
Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  2%      1/  2%    10/22%    34/74%       46      6.67      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B088
Rate the instructor's enthusiasm about the 
subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      7/16%    38/84%       45      6.84      1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B112
Rate the fairness of the overall grading 
system in the course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  2%      0/  0%      4/  9%    16/35%    25/54%       46      6.39      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B167
Rate the effectiveness of the instructor in 
stimulating your thinking.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/  7%      2/  4%    12/26%    29/63%       46      6.46      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

Everything! I think this course was very well structured. Although the weekly posts may have been a bit annoying they definitely helped me to learn the material 
more. The presentations in class also helped to reaffirm everything I learned.

Janelle made the class interesting and relevant. Having large class discussions, and making people feel comfortable with expressing their opinions really encouraged 
everyone to participate which showed everyones unique perspective on a global topic.

Professor Applequist was always really enthusiastic and fun with the material. Even though it was a 9 am class and I am NOT a morning person, she made me look 



forward to this class everyday.

The articles have helped a lot and the examples, lectures, and activities really helped me understand the topic discussed. Janelle did an excellent job teaching and 
she kept the lectures really interesting.

The lectures somewhat helped in explaining the readings as well as the weekly posts.

Jannelle is very helpful in explaining the topics. She is also very approachable and keeps the class fun while also helping students to learn a lot.

Attending class and keeping up with the readings helped me learn in this class. Janelle is really able to relate all of class topics to her students. She was very 
engaging throughout the year and taught us many eye-opening lessons.

the readings

The things that helped me learn in this class is the readings that we read. But i also really enjoyed the class discussions about certain specific topics. It was nice to 
hear a lot of people''s different opinions in discussions and group work.

The readings and summary posts without a doubt helped, it reinforced each week''s teachings.

The reading picked were interesting, current and the right amount of challenging

As much as I hated writing the weekly summary posts they really helped me learn in this class because I focused more on the readings. I liked all the guest lectures 
and movies we watched in class, they helped me learn.

I really enjoyed all our in-class discussions because the teacher and the students were very interactive so we could discuss an array of issues and all compare our 
points of view. I thought the powerpoints were easy to follow and the readings were interested. Overall, I liked how the grades were laid out for this course- there 
were no surprises, everything was set at the beginning of the semester and all our homework/exams/etc. was concrete from the start, which made it better.

The weekly summary posts.

In class going over the powerpoints.

Janelle does an excellent job of keeping students engaged in the lecturesby using relevant examples, pop culture references that students can connect with, and 
lastly movie clips as visual aids to reinforce the main ideas from the readings.I enjoyed how she does not take a bias on controversial issues and leaves it up to the 
students to draw conclusions.Janelle has successfully allowed me to gain a much deeper perspective on important global issuesShe is hands down the best teacher I 
have had at Penn State and I truly believe like I was able to gain so much from this class.Thanks for being so helpful!

Janelle''s exceptional attitude and teaching abilities!

Janelle made the material interesting even though it was more often than not boring. The open discusses that we had in class about different topics was also very 
helpful, it allowed us to apply our knowledge to real world situations for better understandings. Janelle was also very open to explaining theories in different ways to 
help us understand or whatever else was necessary to help our understanding. She is a great teacher that enjoys what she does and cares about her students, and 
this makes all the difference in a class.

Janelle was very engaging and entertaining during class. It made paying attention during class very easy.

Going over my notes from the readings really helped me learn.

The powerpoint presentations available before class. I was able to print them out and write down my own notes to coordinate with the slide. It just made things 
easier.

Janelle is an awesome teacher and I''m so thankful I got a chance to take her class. She is very good at taking complicated subject matter and making it easy to 
understand. Her enthusiasm for the subject really helped me want to learn.

I thought Professor Applequist presented the information very effectively. I think using real world examples and things we can relate to like Disney and other 
commercial industries was extremely helpful. I think the summary posts, while we hate doing them at the time, really help to prepare us for exams!

The lectures were all very different which kept the class interesting.

The readings and weekly yammer posts as well as Janelle''s positive attitude.

Janelle was able to relate subject matter to things that students cared about, which made it easier to learn. She was very open and honest with her students which 
made the learning atmosphere good.

Janelle is very optimistic about the subject matter studied in the course, and has clearly done a lot of research on the topics presented in class.She makes herself 
incredibly easy to relate to, and thus encourages students to pay attention during class. Making the course reading part of her in class lectures every week, instead 
of just assigning reading to do as ''extra material,'' really helped to make clear and drive home the most important points to take away from the lessons.

Janelle is excellent! She is always ready to help students who have questions and is always successful in beginning class discussions that everyone wants to be a 
part of. She is a very fair grader and offers students many opportunities to succeed. I hope that I will have Janelle as a teacher again in the future.

Janelle was one of my favorite teachers here at Penn State so far, she came to class everyday lively and excited to teach the class and help us learn. I think what 
helped me in this class was her enthusiasm on each topic and relating it to our lives. We would start the class every day with a discussion and asking what top news 
is going on around the world. It was very fascinating to learn all of the crazy things not just happening in the US but around the world. Janelle is a great teacher with 
a passion that is obvious on the topics she is teaching (international communications) and I loved taking this class with her.

I appreciated the fact the professor was able to make the course work easy to relate to current material within the media.

Class discussion was always very thoughtful.

The learning style for this class was lade back but still encouraged discussion to take place. And discussion often took place of the students own desire. The face 
that the professor was willing to discuss other points of view, while telling of her own in a candid fashion, really helped differentiate the varying perspectives 
available.

All of the slides and readings really helped me learn.

The powerpoints



The blog summaries at the end of each week. It makes the student learn as they write, the more they know the easier the blogs are to write.

Writing Yammer posts helped summarize the main points from the readings in my own words, which was very helpful in understanding the material.

Janelle was a wonderful teacher and gave us so many great examples. She truly helped us understand the subject matter, specifically international communications.

I believe that the subject matter and the way in which it was presented created an environment that was conducive to learning.the weekly reading assignments and 
selections of videos provided insight into the courses subject matter. The open discussion forum and group work also added another learning style for the call.

Assigned readings

The weekly summaries and the lectures.Janelle is one of my favorite teachers I have ever had.Course work was challenging but Janelle created a fun environment 
and I truly enjoyed coming to class.

I really liked the class discussions and power-points. They helped me grasp concepts of the readings that I may have been confused with.

The in-class presentations definitely helped me learn as well as the few in-class activities that we had.

the teacher

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?

I would probably change the use of yammer and the posts. I didn''t really like using yammer and would rather have used angel.

I think the exams should have been more questions than 25. I also think the exams didn''t always cover the most important material discussed in class. I would have 
preferred to have answered more questions that covered more material than just 25.

It might have been helpful to spend more time going over what was expected for the essay, in terms of what was wanted.

I would not really make any extreme changes. But I would maybe have a little more group work when trying to break down class materials for exams I think that 
helps alot of the students. But again I thought the course was great and i was able to learn so much.

Not sure

Nothing at all.

Sometimes, the readings were too long and contained a lot of excessive information that was not super relevant. I liked a lot of the topics we discussed, but I think 
there are a lot more serious potential topics we could have discussed globally instead of obvious small things like holiday consumerism. There is so much going on in 
the world that is worth talking about

I wouldn''t change anything! You are a wonderful professor and a really good person. You truly care about your students and have such a good heart. I really 
enjoyed coming to class and learning.

I wouldn''t change a thing. I really enjoyed this class and learned a lot. I think Janelle is an amazing professor and probably one of the best in the College of Comm. 
She made the material which would have been dry with any other professor interesting and exciting to learn. I really enjoyed coming to class each day 

More clarity in PowerPoint slide content or further explanation

Nothing.Maybe different guest lecturers.I LOVED this class and the teacher.

none that i can think of

I think there should be review sessions for exams or there should be a class day before the exam dedicated to go over everything or for the professor to answer 
any questions students may have about the information on the test.

I would improve the power point lectures to cover more key concepts form the reading in detail.

I don''t think there are any changes I would make to this course

More group activites

More reading material on the test. The slides if you forgot the information sometimes were hard to follow, also less movies, I think i learned less from the movies 
than I did someone else explaining it to me.

I attend class regularly, do the weekly summary posts, and actively participate in class but I cannot seem to get an excellent grade on any of Janelle''s exams. I am 
not sure what would improve this, but it is a bit discouraging.

I don''t really think that Professor Applequist can make many improvements in the way she teaches. I found the classroom environment extremely conducive for 
learning and felt completely comfortable in the classroom. Professor Applequist is one of the most approachable professors I have ever had here at Penn State. She 
made a 9am class more than bearable and was truly one of my favorite professors I have had at PSU.

Professor said to spark conversation and that she was open to debate but kept a tight lid on the subject matter most of the time

Nothing, everything was great!

There were a few points throughout the semester when hefty topics like healthcare reform and the global housing/financial crisis were being covered that I wished 
would have been more in depth, though I understand that time was limited to one semester and there were many other subjects to cover. Janelle did her best to 
cover such topics as thoroughly as possible with the time that she had.

If I could change anything I would include more in-class participation activities that relate to the topics. I think it would also be helpful to have more instructions, 
details on what is going to be covered on the exams.

N/A

Again, the readings and summary posts. Janelle, you rock

I don''t think I would change much. Even when the professor made mistakes, she did so in a way that both acknowledged her mistake and made is seem minor, but 
didn''t take away from her authority as a teacher.

Sometimes the readings are too long, especially when there are multiple readings for the week.



Videos didn''t help me learn at all, personally.

nothing

None - it was good. The only thing that was hard for me to do was keeping up with all the really long readings every week, however it was a 400 level class so it 
just came with the territory.

None -- I love the way the class is taught and should be the model for the other Comm410 classes

I would have benefitted from more test preparation.

Perhaps try to find shorter readings. I enjoyed the readings and they correlated really well to the powerpoints and overall topics. It was just difficult to find the 
motivation to read the longer articles. Personally, I would rather two or three shorter readings per week, than one reading about 40 pages long.

Janelle used the power points to lecture but strictly read off of the power points. Could have just put specific points on the power points and given lecture without 
relying what was on power point in front of her.

Less reading, more discussion

Nothing. This class is setup and taught extremely well, I would recommend that anyone that has to take this class takes it with Janelle!

The exams i believe do not adequately test the knowledge and understanding of the student.Questions seem hard for the sake of being hard, when even someone 
with immense understanding would be confused. I

Nothing. I think Janelle did a great job showing videos and relating all the topics to us so that we could understand it better! Great teacher :)
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